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SD: Let 1 s go through some the preliminary information 

Can me name? 

rholrn, and I came int,o ter' s Corners 

as this place ,~,as known at that time~ in 1929e And I 

was 10 and a half rs old at that time and carne '-'lWi 

my 

to A 

all 

the 

,the his 

j 

cows@ 

in 

on 

and also 

and that 

that had arrived from Finland 

community because it been s 

speak people yean:> gone byu 

ut has te a 

aru; know abm.:rt. Well~ at that 

the bush, loggers and 11 

year before 

by 

most 

, the men 

" o!}ri" 

that they could $ and ·then they 

le the men were out at ir 

\ITO:men@ they manned 

raised the chi 

s, they 

:r'ais 

lked the 

the chi rene 

part in the activi of the core~unity, 

the culture end of it~ The 

n centre of a.ll es and i:ng 

type, and that luded concerts and plays and things l 

a.nd th was done all on their spare time, aft~r their 

hours of ,1110 at And then in •if'lin·tertirne mostly· the 

becans:a the s were on account 

snow and that: The, ~md then of course 1930. 

1 35. '36, there was those ha rs 
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BS: (cent) people in Webster's Corners as I call it, they 

weren't as hard hit as the ones in Vancouver, that they 

always had their own vegetables and their potatoes and 

chickens and meat and things like that, that they had 

food, but they were very, very short on money. And that 

was to be used very carefully. 

SD: Did people deal with that by forming co-ops? 

BS: Yes, Webster's Corners had co-ops and they did ·fht- kst' with 

them, and then of course as the years went by, well, 

the co-ops WB'De :op$0lete and they died sqballed a natural 

death. 

SD: When did people organize cooperatives? 

BS: That was, Webster's Corners G<fp, I guess, that was in 

1930, wasn't it, Uno? 

US: Yeah, somewhere like that. 

BS: And that was still, oh, about 15 years ago when it closed. 

SD: Were you involved at all in the organizing of the coops? 

BS: Well, I was so young at that time, but later on then, when 

I married and I was gone for four and a half years from 

Webster's Corners and then we came back, and then like 

my husband Uno, well then he was manager of one of the 

coRps for nearly two years and I worked as a year and 

a half as a clerk in the copp at that time. But then, 
I 

it became absolutely impossible to operate it because of 

previous misfortunes with management that it ran into 
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BS: (cent) a hole and it just could not s1.n:vive that: 

SD: Right.~ And Webster's Corners \<las primarily a 

class 

BS: Yes, s. Mostly loggers and farmers fi 

SD: t~ Peop came 

1 . pCL1 1 life the Were people ~- one of 

t Mrs,. Person was that re 

r so.rt tical lines ur 

BS: Yes, were ell to the. more or s to Left, 

SD: the cultural li around I .. eft 

tural events? 

SD~ Okay~ what kinds of 

a t concerts~ • ? 

BS~ have three~act 

ty,. 

on ther a i side or a htiD.orous s e or just ., • 

tever. operettas if had rs 

and 

? 

as far back: as I r and before 

an o 

of ir so-cal 

different names, and d the ars 
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BS: { cont) there was o ~men~ s ile e to 

and a t for ones 

for 1 reasons,. time was 

not needed, that was not needed a re so it•s changed 

its form to somethin9 1se;' ~nd d 

ed r Red Cross and then they worked for gathering 

clothes for Finland then, course. war, 

now, d:id tremendous amount of to s needed 

goods goods mane ed ctnd all that for 

cause etnam@ And right no~~,, 

si.s is more or s not over, oYer as far ae our 

g 

movement~ 

SD: 

BS: And we meet eve monthu and all 

0 it must beg oh, 50 rs old~ 

SD: Did most: of \•loman in the cc:mmunity to the organ-

i:;:;ation? 

BS: At one qnarters of ofcourse i·t 

r as Finnish population has 

sed on, they are so 

0 take part, but we s 11 a very s:mall 

group but: it 1 s in its 

SD: d lf start to 

start to 
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BS: Well, thenp 1 :my hnsband j 

:tl:rlan, he •;,;as a trucking and this and that 

rever be could bring a dollar or two. 1 our 

children, we have two children. a boy and a girl. well 

they got to be at that age 

more or s by themselver;~ ~ , then I entered 
-:;;;-> 

here, and it~s a 1 t I \'fa s home 

at 6 o 1 clock c;.nd I left at 7:30 or 7:00 in the mornin90 

§!O that I ~flas home le Uno9 was either logging 

or fis t I 111a. s home th the children, 

But to 

do fruits and vegetables 9 later on, you see. 

SD: was thatu was t s d Depress 

Depression or the 

eion was beginning to , that it was in 1942 that 

1942 I entered 

SD: Were ls o re? 

BS: , Uno? 

work urance, 

for e and it was 1942 that mon? or 

I my 1 
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SD: the organizationsw th is returning back a bit, during 

the Depression did the organizations irfthe cmnmuni ty 

do any i?Jork o.ro fighting for unemployment insurance 

relief funds? 

old , unemployment insurance. ~?Jorkm.en' s 

compensation, family al , and the medical ~~ven t.he 

ree 'lrJhat tve call rnedicare nm.Y~ All these, go 

on their lists for demands the betterment of 

general, 

SD: A lot of people don't realize that those 

','17ere ·,,;on in fact because of the struggles " ~ 

BS: The younger generation, now, you take -- it-s 

like some time ago we had a discuss ut family 

a llo'lf;ance ~ ·that al 

a nee , they thought 

out by t by 

SD: So ~: $ in 1942, ana you 

cond s like? 

BS: At B~yland? It was ha 

, of course, its just 1 

on the people,, more u get. inbo the cans more 

you mak 
~·Jas 

lf~~o~e or less of 

ca. for women 

then j the:m 
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BS: (cent) trays and then help to put them on the At 
i~ 

the all 

1 ca on t~ 

11 

BS: Yes~ 

SD: And d long ? 

eight , and some s some of us had 

Bllt then if re ~"cum 1 t any fruit 

if you .,,;orked t 

got paid for. was r that bwo hours 

extra pay for call out 

so sort p 

BS_: 1, out of a group v;omen no\!¥ 9 you ones t 

te 1:md. ones that are for un out of those 

there were a few of us that knew that if we 

get conditions t nd I 

think fcmr of us that t.o casua.llj.t 

talk amon9st the "-''omen on lunch hours that '~e should 

it Well, of course green and l 

you d to it, y as 

time "'ant one tue out a that if 'l<Je in con~ 

tact '~lancouver? r 

t was at that time after 
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BS: (cent) food lmd from there \•Je finally got hold 

of a man that came out to talk to us and through that 

little start, to get a union 

started and our first contract was signed. contrac~t, 

about but it 

tter t.han the i were~ and it's from that 

then that it has progressed today they have 

ttere although there are still quite a bit of improve-

mente that could be made. 

SD: \'fas it almost all <,<;omen wo there? 

BS: Yes. 

SD: And did most there as ten po 

BS: Well 9 they were all. we 

at t:hat time there \'1Fas no seniori 

·get laid '"ell then a brand ne~ti one ur 

even if had months of 

SD: 'filere no provis for 

BS: No. no .. tion did have~ 

SD: Did most of the people -;,e1orked come from this 

SD~ So people sort of knew each ot:her outs of work? 

BS: Yeah, 

SD: in terms of ing? 

BS: Not really, no. Because that you could 
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BS: (cont) and one is against and one is for, so you have your 

differences. And then when we finally got the union in 
tn1h~ 

there well we did have a clause;that all have to pay union 

dues whether you signed up as a member or no~. Well, there 

werefquite a few of them, of course, that said, "I don't 

want to belong to the union and I do not want to pay the 
our 

union dues. II So V come back used to be, we'd say, "Well, 

if you don't want to pay your union dues, well you go and 

t;ell the boss that you don't want to take the gain, either, 

that was realized by the contract," well then of course 

that gave them a little different view on that, they 

thought that, "Well, I'm losin:J something," althoagh they 

didn't want to pay that $2 or whatever the union dues were 

per month, see. That they wanted the raise but they didn't 

want to pay. 

SO: Right. What kind of things did you establish by union-

izing, did you develop a seniority system there? 

BS: That was, yes, later on, then. And th~y have a fairly 

good seniority there now. 

? 
SO: Is it still mostly seasonal1 ~ ~orkers? 

BS: No, now it has progressed that it's either on a very few 

members working but they were practically dun~~ the year 

now, "fhey do everything now from blueberries to beans, 

and porlfand beans and things like that, which at my time 

it was just strictly fruit. 
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SD: So were you involved being a steward? 

BS: Yes. I was. for a period of time. 

BS: 1 e \'le sort of supervisad and took in cornpla 

, being on. the 

""' they had to watch that some of the women wouldnt go in 

half zm to ~1:'tart doing the '"o le the 

others 11 start at one o' would go 

that comes er a s 

SD~ Did col dues? 

SD: terms of piece at any to 

es·tablish 

BS: ~ of course the union and all that. 

ually being fought to that tl.1at ece 

SD: Because g really 

unde 1 on the 

BS: Yes. And I sa it's just l 

, and in~tead crea ll 

one had the sha 

11~ na 

\flOU 
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BS: (cont) that was hers to be taken. 

SD: Were you working there during the war? 

BS: Urn, '45 the end of the war, yes, yes I was, and then --

'45 I worked there till '56, '57 I went to Clemtu, 

wasn't it? Mnm hmn. 

SD: Was the food industry at all seen as essential to war 

production? Was it treated ~hat way? 

BS: Not at 'Be:tt"yland, no. 

SD: You were just canning fruit and stuff? 

BS: Yeah. 

ttS 
SD: Do you remember publicity around women as war workers? 

Was ther4a lot of publicity at that time? Did the image 

of women as workers change somewhat during that period? 

BS: Well, you see,"down here, then again it didn't affect 

us as it would have affected people in Vancouver or in 

your post-war industries. See, we dOn't have any war 

industry here. And the ones that were interested in that, 

well, naturally they left the area and they went to work in 

the war industry, but as far as Betryland and all that, 

well, the ones that had their families and all, well, the 

women did not leave,. -aut there was some siJ'lgle or some-

body like that that made the move, and tried to better 

their livelihood that way, they left. But there, was no, 

no dissension or anything like that against the women in 

that respect. 
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SD: Yeah, that's what I was sort of curious about, because I 

wondered if because it ,was a fairly progressive community 

whether people were quite open towards women working during 

the war. 

BS: Oh, yes. 

SD: And that was generally the case did most wom~n work? 

BS: Well, you auldn't say that most of them, but it was a 

section of women that did, you know. 

SD: You said before that after you had left Berryland there 

was a struggle there when wome~ere fired for organ

izing. 

BS: Yes, that was a year after I left. Well then the union 

struggle was really the hottest issue there and three women 

were fired for union organizing which was at that time 

already against the rules of organized labor, that you're 

not supposed to be fired for union activit•~. But they 

were. I think one was· taken back but as far as· the other 

two were concerned, well, they were let go. But I was not 

there at that time anymore. 

SD: Because a fair number of people from the community worked 

at Berryland, did the community get involved in the union
in 

ization process there, orfany of the struggles that went on? 

BS: Not really, no. 

SD: No. You also said there was a wildcat. 

BS: Oh, yeah, that was the first feeling, the first try, you 
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BS: (cont) know, after talking about trying to get more wages 

and trying to get a union, and not exactly knowing how 

to go about it, well it's one day we final~y pulled off 

at noontime a wildcat strike, and we all didn't go back 

at one o'clock excepting three, three scabs went in and 

we stayed outside till the manager or owner of the Berry

land came out and our wages at that time was 35¢ an hour, 

and we demanded 50¢. We got a five cent raise so we got 

40¢. 

SD: That was a victory. 

BS: That was a victory, yes. 

SD: And that helped to establish the union? 

BS: Yes. And that more or less began to bring it in. 

SD: Was the union. you joined in the Trades and Labor Council 

or was it in the Canadian Congress of Labor? Was it 

a1industrial union, or ? 

BS: Berryland, it was a ••• 

SD: Do you know which ~ •• 

BS: AFL. American outfit, yes. The food workers. 

SD: What kind of policy did it have in terms of, because there 

were a number of different labor bodies at that time, there 

was the Trades and Labor Council and the Canadian Labor 

Congress, and I wondered if at any time there were dis

cussions around which group people should affiliate to, 

whether they wanted the Canadian unions, or ••• ? 
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s one, this local and the people 

of that discussion 

at alL. 

SD: There >,:Jas more like trade unionism? 

BS: Yes~ 

SD: A r in the us try 't'l?ere involved 

in industry? 

BS: Yes, Uno was a e and then I got a j 

a§t e u and that was a fish slimer or washer tever 

u e.a.ll i there I progressed I d 

ends of s 9 but I t>lo re for seasons~ 
"' 

that too ~vas seasona_l rotJO Q so it lf 
;: 

It all on the 

amount of sh and 

SD: And ~·las mos rkers? 

BS: No 

SD: In the ng us re 

1 for women? 

B(:' -· '-'~ It ~VO.S to not at. 

which of course. that has ter on" 

so~ A ta a little 

ne , and r 1 
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BS: (cont) little ways, what was it -- about half a mile, 

from the cannery down there? And it was in the first 

year we were there well, ther1kas the red line on the 

sidewalk that the white man cannot cross that white line 

after ten o'clock in the evening, and all kinds of 

restrictions that way. And then of course in the cannery, 
~e-

you see,Anative women they were working there and actually 

there were only about four or five of us white women there, 

so some of the patives they were quite hostile towards 

us, for taking the job from one of their women. 

SD: So that's where the tension came from? 

BS: Yes. 

SD: Did it work the other way, too? Were some of the white 

women • • • ? 

BS: Well, so few of them, well of course, some women would say 

that, pass~ome kind of dirty names')l{te ''a11 those _natives, 

or something, like that, you know. 

SD: Was the union able to deal with that? Like, did they 

get involved at all and try to ••• ? 

BS: No, th~/union was never involved. The supervisor was sort 

of involved there when things got a little bit high on the 

grading tabLe, or something like that, when the fish began 

to fling one way or another, cause it felt that one wasn't 

pulling enough fish and the other one is sluffing, you 

know the deal that usually goes with working forces. But 
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BS: (cont) the union was never with the women, they was , 

never involved. And that cannery, of course, it took in 

Chinese, there were a lot of Chinese men there, too. 

SD: So was there a hierarchy at all in terms of· .the way manage~'" 

ment would deal with workers in terms of putting different 

races in different jobs? I know that in some . . . 
BS: Well, of course, the Chinese they were slated, they had 

their work and it was mostly that they were emptying out 

boats and they were running the iron chinks and they 
one 

were really overworked. There thaffrime then at 10 o'clock 

those Chinamen they began to clean out their machines 
the Chinese 

and that was it)rthey were talking away but not a thing 

move~hat night. (laughs) They were just plain overworked. 

We worked tremendously long hours, sometimes 14 hours at 

a straightc And then, of course, the clause came in that 

women couldn't, that they have to have the eight or ten 

hour rest perioe. tJeal sometimes it just couldn't be done 

because of the fish that we had to give in a little on 

the, say a load of fish and if it wasn't done it would 

spoil so there was a little bit of leeway, but mostly 

then we got the ten hour rest period. But the men, like 

Uno, now, he was overworked on a tally dock till they 

just about dropped that one summer. 
There wa.s 

US: t lot of the times that we could(\~ 1er tlf\j >Sl-eep al-a-IL we.~just-

down there all the time_.; , • And the 
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US: (cont) worst of it was that when we were in the, like, 
we. 

would be on overtime rate during the night, and then 

at 8 o'clock, we ha~en't slept at all yet, and we just 

went and had our breakfast and then went back to work 

and it was on straight time from then on again until 5 

o'clock that evening, and that was krf"\d ot~. 

BS: But one of the most bitter memories, if you call it bitter 

memory, was that I worked as washing fish, and then,say 

for 10 o'clock they needed the sandwiehes so I helped 

zV-k.tt 
the supervisor to make sandwiches , then;fi worked 

in the mess house to work the cook out. Well, then at 

three o'clock I'd help with the sandwiches down there and 

then about five o'clock go down to the mess house and 

after you get through with the mess house well, then, 

go back to the cannery and wash fish and then help some 

more sandwiches,and if it was a long day 12 o'clock, 

well, you had to make more sandwiches. At one time we 

made fifty-two double loaves of sandwiches for the crews 

down there. Well, then, when it came payday, well, figured 

that overtime was in force then, I figured I'd get a fair 

pay, and my pay was cut because the head office said that 

the women is earning too much money and there was no way 

that I could fight to get what was coming, so then I dropped 

some of those extra jobs. 

SD: Oh my. scjin other words they didn't want to raise women's 
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SD: (cont) at all or even accept the level they were at. 

BS: Well, they had the wa~es but see the trouble was that 

they worked us so many long hours and being 

half and sometimes double time that I can't 

time and a 
~act-/y 

remembe;a what 

my wage for the two weeks would be'. And that was more than 

some of the men would be making. And the order came, 

according to the bookkeeper, from the head office, and 

said that, "It cannot be paid," and the way that the 

bookkeeper said it, that 11 No woman is worth that much 

money," and that is the thing that hurt the most. I had 

worked for it, and I was not told anything before, and 

I dropped, I didn't do what I did till then. You went 

up ther~ ust for a period o.f .time and figured that, well, 

if you can take it and if you can slug it, and you get 

that little extra money well, you're a little bit ahead. 

But then to be slapped like that. 

SD: Right. That's pretty terrible. Were you in the process of 

unionizing then? 

BS: It was all unionized. 

SD: And were part-time workers and temporary workers in the 

union as well as full-time workers? 

BS: Well, they too were that way that they, it was up to them 

to apply for membership and become a full-fledged member, 

or then just work, but they paid the union dues, that there 

were some that were not members, most of them were union 
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BS: (cont) members. 

US: Checkoff. 

BS: Checkoff, yeah. 

SD: And were the native people there members of the Fishermens 

Union or were they in the Brotherhood? 

BS: In the union. 

SD: Right. 

US: A lot of them were naturally members of the ,tqative Brother-

hood at.:;o. 

SD: Right, because they would have dual membership. 

US: Yep. 

SD: That's really a terrible story. 

BS: Yes, the first coop that was formed here was just the little, 

we, garage, you know, no more than 10 by 10, and at that 

time they used to buy the food by bulk and then distrib-

ute that to their members and it was just strictly to 
S1delt~ 

their members. And then from that they expanded and got 

a bigger place and then formed a coop. Well, that coop 

was in existence until we, that was during the war years, 

and they used to pick up the eggs fro~the farmers and 

deliver the feed to the chicken farmers and all this_ 

~ell, then everything went along fairly well, and then 

of course, we'd always been unfortunate in getting a 

manager that mismanaged a little bit and then there 
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BS: (cent) was a break re 

so the went and 

formed a coop exchange, and ~that \va.s the one Uno 

it r soroe and I cl a year 

and a lf there~ And~ bar,, before tha·t they d a 

red and ~i street, 

that s road, 

ve the water as we have now. 

1 d in s 

peop a to v1ater to all 

2 street Southa down 

en 

rrners, crn.d till there \•llf!H::e no more 

chi to be ra And then of 

into dai m.ost 

too had or four 

of 

to tJ.ce enough to sell :more or less 

them g the and brought a li 

coltrse t 

and all s steel cool 

tmt:s and eve :tng else q cement 

and all 

and t killed off, 

all 1 
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SD: And all the small farmers. Was that a general trend in 

the area, people moving from having small, almost su.bsJs

tence farms, I guess you~d say, and then they'd go out 

and work during the working season. 

BS: Yes, yeah. And all these others they were run by the 

women when the men were out working. 

SD: Oh, yeah. The copps as well, were they? 

BS: Well, the co~ps of course had the manager and t~en the 

people used to buy their, farmers would buy their chicken 

feed and their cow feed and the feed from the coop besides 

their groceries and their hardware and whatever was required. 

SD: Right. 

US: Then there was farmers League 

bran~ng out, too. 

r 1 
the Farmers Union wa~ 

BS: Oh, that was, yes, before too, that was the Farmers Union 

was here too. 

US: That involved quite a few of these farmers here. 

SD: Right. And what would that do? What would the Farmers 

Union do? 

US: They were getting grain fro~he Prairies, you know, like, 

and then they were distributing, like selling it that way 

they were getting it a little cheaper~ 

BS: Boxloads of grain. 

SD: Did you have a farm? 

BS: No, no. One time we had two cows but that is all, just for 
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BS: (cont) our own. We never been farmers at heart. 

US: One time we had half an acre in raspberries, right where 

the hoUEe is now. 

BS: Yeah, but that wasn't very successful, either. That area 

would get the early frost and the late frost and t/.IS5(o()' 

and those places, these were shipping berries two weeks 

before us, and then we had all kinds of berries left and 

-H ~St;;ion was finished so the field man didn • t come to pick 

up our raspberries so we couldn't sell them. 

SD: Oh, no. 

US: And the berry co-op . yeah, we were • • • 

BS: A member of the berry coop at :M1SS!,DVI 1 yes. 

SD: So that sounds like how people dealt with not having a lot 

of hard currency was to work c~operatively around all the 

things that they'd produce. 

BS: Yeah, yeah. 

SD: So did di~ferent c~ps trade stuff that they produced? 

US: No, no. 

BS: No, no. 

SD: No, they sold. Right. Another question I had was, you had 

mentioned before that one of the reasons you worked was to 

pay the taxes on the house. And you saw mostly your working 

as a way of supplementing the family income • • • 

BS: Well aS :j:>o..rd, yes. 

SD: And was that true of a lot of the women in the neighborhood? 
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BS: Yesw I think so. 

SD: Right& One of Mrs .. Person and I were ·talldng 

le 

were a lot of Japanese people. 

BS: c this a.rea was bed by the Jap-

rry fields and 

ragus fie s and 1 these type of vege-

and 'lt\<hat t.hey grew, u see~ 

of course v1ar came a reed 

out of and were int.o the at 

the grounds in Vancou~Jer and from they 

I :most of the l.l!ap were :sent 

do1~1n to Li oet~ i'H1d 1, 

d coa;:;t, and not too :many of 

come , so!s not too many 

at 1 anymore. 

SD: \•7hat of d on the 

BS: vJ'ell ~ of coursev ~ and the ones th 

of li l felt l, 

Japanese, t 11 next? 

it:: was of to out 

and jus ont. and r 

same 

and to thEl t to 
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BS: (cont) any other nation, nationality. 

SD: So people actually tried to defend them and stop them? 

BS: Yes. 

SD: That's interesting. And were people, did the Japanese com-

munity here, did people within it take one side or another 

around the war, at all, or ••• ? 

BS: You mean the Japanese? 

SD: Yeah. Was there much activity in support of the acts that 

sort of warned people? 

BS: Well, see, this is something, and then again the Japanese 

around herfthey were very close knit. And we didn't have 

anything to do with their home life or their social life~ 

or anything like that, so really we don't know what their 

inner thinkings were, whether they were for or against. 

SD: Right. This is another non-related question. Which is, 

you had children part of the time when you were working, 

was that an issue women talked about ~ot, childcare, 

what to do with their kids while they were working? 

BS: No. 

SD: Did people mostly leave their kids, with babysitters? 

BS: Yeah, babysitters or grandmothers or whoever ••• they 

couldn't even afford a babysibter because the wages 

were so small, and like ourselves, now, ours were that 

big already that I was able to leave them home} see 

they were in school, and then when they came hbme that 
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BS: (cont) I would be home after 5 o'clock or so. Now what 

impact it had on the upbringing I don't know. At that 

time it wasn't discussed as much as it is today, you know. 

What kind of a mark it leaves on the children. 

US: But we had a babysitter that time that you were working 

at the mill. 

BS: At the mill" yes, that time I had a babysitter, because 

they were that much smaller, '32, an~elvin was born, 

no, not '32, '42-- and Melvin was born '39 so he was only 

three years old. But that was a bad experience. 

SD: Having a babysitter. Yeah, because that seems to roe to 

have been one of the big problems that women faced then. 

There was no childcare. 

BS: There was no childcare, no, no. 

SD: And long hours. Okay. 

END OF TAPE 


